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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let D denote a plane domain with sufficiently smooth boundary S andf 
a real-valued function. We consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Av=$+$=O in D, 2 =f(s, v(s)) for s E S, (1) 
where av/an is the normal derivative of v with respect to the unit normal to S 
directed into D. This problem can be reduced to an integral equation problem 
with side condition of the following type (cf. [4]): find a function u and a real 
parameter m such that 
and 
s sf(~, 44 - 4 ds = Q, PI 
where Q is a prescribed real constant and the symmetric kernel K satisfies 
s K(s, u) as = 0 for UE s. (3) s 
Representing (2a, b) by a suitable operator equation of the Hammerstein 
type one can prove the existence (and uniqueness) of a solution to (2a, b) 
and to (1) under concrete and rather natural conditions with respect to f. 
In this paper we extend the existence statements of [4] by means of the 
Leray-Schauder method which is applied in the form used by Dolph ([2], 
Theorem 1.1) to prove the existence of solutions to nonlinear integral equa- 
tions. Since the general result looks somewhat complicated, let us state here 
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an illustrative example of the applications concerning functions harmonic 
in the unit disc. By g we denote the real line with usual topology, 
~“=(tE~:O<t}. 
COROLLARY. Let S == (s = et” : 0 < p < 2x) and let f : S x R -+ R be N - - 
continuous function such that fey arbitrary s E S, t E & and At 3 0 the inequality 
f (s, t + At) -f (s, t) -=, - a(~, At) 
holds, where the real-valued function a(s, 7) defined on S x jj+ is integrable 
over S for 7 > 0 and satisfies Js a(s, T) ds :- 0 (T > 0) and ss a(s, T) ds + CC 
asr+a3. 
Let there exist positive constants A and E and a nonnegative integer k so that 
for arbitrary s E S and t E & we have 
fh t) + y ‘lGA+&Ck1+3) 
___- 6 ItI* 1 
Then problem (1) is solved by at least one function v which is harmonic in the 
unit disc D and continuous in ii. 
Observe that the positive integers h = k are the eigen values of the cor- 
responding linear problem au/i% = - Au. The above Corollary will be 
proved in Part III, where we choose Q = 0 and K(s, c) = - (2n)-l h’(s, a), 
N(.z, 5) denoting Neumann’s function of the plane domain considered. In 
Part II we study problem (2a, b) for somewhat more general kernels. 
II. MODIFIED INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE HAMMERSTEIN TYPE 
Let L, be the Banach space of real-valued Lebesgue measurable functions u 
defined on the finite interval S = (LU, /3) of the real line & for which the norm 
II u iJ = is, u2(s) ds(“’ 
is finite. For convenience we denote by L,O the linear subspace of L, of func- 
tions u with sS u ds = 0, while the norm in L,O is that induced by L, . Condi- 
tion (3) will ensure that the linear integral operator associated with K(s, u) 
maps L, into L,O. 
THEOREM 1. (a) Let K = ss K(s, o) [ J do be a completely continuous 
Hermitian operator from L, into L,O with (real) characteristic values h, , 
k = 0, & 1, f 2 ,..., 
(- co) *-- < A-, < A-, < 0 < A0 < A1 < .-. (co). 
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(b) Let f : S x B --+ R be a continuous function for which there exists a 
function a : S x &f -+ R such that one of the following two conditions holds 
for At > 0: either 
4, At) <f(s, t + At) -f(s, t) for SES,iElJ (44 
f(s, t + At) -f(s, 4 d - a@, At) for s E s, t E R, (W 
where for 7 > 0 a(s, T) is integrable over S and ss a(s, T) ds > 0 and further 
ss a(s, T) ds -+ co as T ---f co. 
Let there exist constants p and A and nonnegative continuous functions 
y,:S-+R (i=1,2) with ss(lpj --yi(s)}ds>O (i=1,2) so that for 
s E S and t E & we have 
- Y&) I t I - A < f (s, t) - pt < A + y,(s) I t I . (5) 
(c) Suppose that X, < p - y,(s) < p + ye(s) < XNtl for s E S and that 
+ wM), Y&) : s E S> < min(h+l - P, P - W (6) 
Then for any prescribed real Q there exists at least one solution (u, m) of 
problem (2a, b), where u E L$ and m E R. 
REMARK. If K has only a finite number of positive (negative) eigen values 
and A, is the largest (hN+r is the smallest) then we can set 
h N+l - - GO (- AN = co) in condition (c). 
We shall reduce problem (2a, b) to the same operator equation u = Kf,,u 
in L,O as in [4]. This equation is equivalent to u = U{f,u - pu}, where the 
operator U = (I - pK)-l K is completely continuous and the one parameter 
family of equations u = AJ{f,u - pu} (0 < 7 < l} permits to derive an 
a priori bound for any possible solution, so that we can apply the Leray- 
Schauder principle. In order to get a rigorous definition of the operators 
used we begin with 
LEMMA 1. Let f satisfy hypothesis (b) of Theorem 1; then for each u EL, 
there exists a unique parameter m, such that 
s f(s, 4s) - muI ds = Q s (7) 
holds, where Q is the number in (2b), and for u E L,O we have 
I mu I G (B I S I + 2;; II yi II * II u II) . [zi:, j, {I IL I - ~44 ds1-l (8) 
with a constant B depending on f and Q alone. 
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Since all integrals are to be taken over S, we shall write simply [ for Is in 
proofs. Further we use the customary decomposition of real numbers into 
positive part and negative part: t = t ’ - t-, 21’~ = ! t / + i, 22- = 1 t i -- t. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let u be any fixed element of L,; then 
J(u, t) := jf(s, u(s) f t) ds 
is a continuous function of the real argument t, since, according to (5) and 
the continuity off, the Nemytskii operator f defined by fv(s) = f (s, v(s)) 
(s E S) is continuous from L, into L, (cf. [6], p. 22). If (4cu) is satisfied, then 
At > 0 implies 0 < sa(s, At) ds < J(u, t f At) - J(u, t) and we get 
/(u, T) + & cc (7 -j & co). Analogously from (4/3) we can con- 
clude J(u, t + At) - J(u, t) < - l a(s, At) ds < 0 for At > 0 and 
J(u, 7) + $: co (G--P & co). Hence, in either case J(u, t) is a strictly mono- 
tone function of t and for each u EL, there exists a unique parameter m, 
such that (7) holds, i.e. Q = J(u, - m,). 
Especially there exists just one m. such that 
JO, - m,) = jf(s, - m,) ds = Q. 
Now we define the number B in Lemma 1 to be 
B = A + s”sp If (s, - T,) I . 
According to (5) we have 
- n(s) I 7 I - B < f (s, 4 - ~7 - f (s, - q) < B + 14) I 7 I . (9) 
To prove the second point of Lemma 1, let t E & and u E&O, hence 
sti ds = 0; replacing in (9) 7 by u(s) - t and integrating over S, we obtain 
- s yl I u / ds - s y1 ) t / ds - B j S / - $ / S / 
< s f (s, u - t) ds - Q 
< - CL~ I S I + B I S I + j yz I u I ds + j yz I t I ds. 
Thus we have sf (s, U(S) - t) ds < Q for every t with 
(10) 
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Since for t = m, equation (7) holds, we obtain by contraposition 
tm, I S I - I mu I 1 y2 ds = mu+ j {P - y21 ds + mu- j {- CL - YZ) ds 
< B I S I + j ~2 I u I ds. (11) 
According to the left hand inequality in (10) Q < Jf(s, u - t) ds is a con- 
sequence of 
Therefore m, must conversely obey to 
- tm I S I - I mu I j y1 ds = mu+ j {- CL - n> ds + mu- j {P - n> ds 
< B I S I + j ~1 Iu I ds. (11’) 
By (11) and (11’) we can conclude: m, > 0 implies that 
lmul~ji~-y2~d~~~I~l +jy21UIdsGBISI + IIY~~~~//~II 
and 
I m, I * j {-- p - rl> ds < B I S I + j ~1 I u I ds < B I S I + II ~1 II * II u Il. 
One of the numbers J{p - y2} ds and j{ - p - yI} ds is greater than or 
equal to min j {I ,u I - yi} d s and positive by hypothesis (b); thus (8) is 
valid if m, > 0. The case m, < 0 is checked in the same manner, starting 
from (11) and (11’). This proves Lemma 1. 
According to the first statement of this lemma we can define an operator f, 
for u E: L, by 
f,u(s) = f(s, ~(4 - m,) for s E s, 
where m, E g with 
I 
f(s, u(s) - m,) ds = Q. (12) 
LEMMA 2. Hypothesis (b) implies that f, : L, --f L, is continuous. 
PROOF. We show first that the mapping u -+ m, corresponding to (12) 
is continuous from L, into & Then Lemma 2 will be a consequence of the 
continuity of the Nemytskii operator f : L, -+ L, . 
409/28/I-6 
Consider for instance case (401). Let u EL, be fixed for the moment and let 
a number Am > 0 be given. By (4cu) we have 
f(s, u(s) - m,,) --f(s, u(s) - m,, - Am) > a(s, Am). 
Integrating over S and using (12) we obtain 
J ’ f(s, 44 - m,, - Am) ds < II, - 1 a(s, Am) ds c, $j. (13) 
Because of the continuity of f for ~(1 5’ I)‘/” = s a(s, Am) ds > 0 there 
exists a 6 > 0 such that for arbitrary Su EL, with [j 61~ (1 < 6 the following 
inequalities hold: 
I [f (s, u + Su - m, - Am) -f (s, u - m, - Am)] ds 
< (1 s I)“” . (1 f(u + su - m, - Am) - f(u - m, - Am) // < ~(1 S 1))~‘~ 
zzz 
i 
a(s, Am) ds. 
This we combine with (13) to obtain for Su EL, with // 6~ // < 6 
i f(s, u + au - m, 
- Am) ds < jf(s, u - m, - Am) ds + 1 a(s, Am) ds 
< Q. (14) 
Now we restrict the attention to functions 6u rzLzO for which 
.c f(s, 4s) + Au(s) - m,) ds b Q (15) 
holds. Since sf (s, u + 6u - m, - d) ds is a continuous and, by (4a), strictly 
decreasing function of t, the last inequality and (14) imply the existence of a 
unique number 6m in the relation 0 < 6m < Am such that 
Q = jf(s, u + Su - mzc - 6m) ds = 1 f,(u + &) ds. 
Hence we have Sm = o(1) as 1) &I I/ - 0 for 6u satisfying (15) and for case 
(401). If the inequality in (15) is reversed, we start with Am < 0 which by 
(401) implies f(s, u - m, - Am) -f(s, u - m,) 3 a(s, Am), and the same 
procedure applies. Case (4p) is reduced to (4~) iff and p are replaced by - f 
and - p respectively. Thus we have: if 6~ EL,O and 
f,(u + 6~) = f (s, 24 + Su - m, - Sm), 
then 
) Sm / = o(l) (II Su II -+ 0). 
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Hence, by 
we get jj Su - Sm Jj = o(1) as Ij Su 114 0 and consequently 
I/ fTrL(u t Su) - f,u (I = 11 f(u - m, + Su - Sm) - f(u - m,) // = o(1) 
as (I Su /I + 0, since f : L, -+ L, is continuous; thus Lemma 2 is proved. 
By means of the operator f, in (12), considered as a mapping from L,O into 
L 21 we can replace problem (2a, b) by the single equation 
u = Kf,u. (16) 
We want to prove that f, is “sufficiently close” to the linear operator ~1, 
where I denotes the identity mapping in L, and p is the constant in Theorem 1. 
The first statement of the following lemma is obvious from Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let f satisfy hypotheses (b) and (c) of Theorem I and de$ne 
F = f, - ~1; then: 
(1) the operator F acts continuously from L,O into L,; 
(2) there exist constants y and C such that for u E L,O we have 
II Fu II d Y . II u II + C, Y < mi+N+l - pFL, CL - AN). (17) 
PROOF. According to (12) Fu + pm, = f (s, u - m,) - ~(u - m,) and 
by (5) we have 
- n(s) I 44 I - Y,(S) I mu I - A G W) + l*m, 
G A + ~~(4 I 4s) I + y2(s) I mu I . 
Adding - pmu we obtain by means of the Minkowski inequality 
IIF~II<~~~~Y~I~I +YA~,I +lcLmul +4I 
< suP{rl(s), YZG) : s E 8 * II 24 II + 2;; II I P I + Ed II . I mu I + II A Il. 
Using (8) we get 
II Fu II < PUPPY&>, Y,(S) : s E S> * II u II + 41 S I>“” + zIy II I P I + yi II 
* (B I s I + FJE II Yi II . II 24 II) 
. [Ei:, j {I P I - Yil q-l. 
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Rearranging the right hand side of the last inequality we see that the factor 
of 11 u 1) is a constant independent of u which is smaller than min(h,,, -~~ p, 
p - hN) by (6); thus Lemma 3 is proved. Now we get the 
PROOF OF THEOREM I by simply rephrasing the corresponding part of 
[2] (see also [5], p. 370). For sake of completeness we repeat this argument. 
Since p f X, (R = 0, & I ,...), equation (I 6) is equivalent to 
u = UFu, 
K 
u=I-pK- (18) 
Furthermore, since K is completely continuous, the linear operator U is too 
and we have ([2], p. 295) 
where y is the number introduced in (17). If u is any solution of 
u = TUFU, O<T<l, 
then by (17) and (19) we have 
II u II < 7 . II U II . II Fu II G v * II U II + II u II -I- 7 - II U II * C; 
(20) 
hence 
establishes an a priori bound for any solution of (20). According to Leray- 
Schauder [7] (for a simple proof of the result needed here cf. [9]), as (20) 
is trivially soluble for 7 = 0, there exists a solution for 7 = 1 too, i.e., a 
solution of (18) and (I 6). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
REMARK (Extensions of Theorem 1). Conditions (4~u) and (419) respect- 
ively of Theorem 1 were used at two points, namely in the proofs of Lemma 1 
and Lemma 2. If we restrict these lemmas to the domain of u E L,O as needed 
in Theorem 1, then their only purpose is to guarantee that : 
(i) to each u EL,O there exists a unique parameter m, such that 
J~(s, u(s) - m,) ds = Q holds; 
(ii) the mapping u + m, is continuous from L,O into &. 
Thus, in stead of (401) and (4/I) respectively we might for instance postulate 
(i) as stated above and 
(ii’) for each u E&O the function g(Am) = Jf(s, u - m, - Am) ds is 
either a strictly increasing or a strictly decreasing function of Am in a neigh- 
borhood of Am = 0 which may depend on u. 
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Using a proof in [3] (pp. 40-41) one can see that conditions (i) and (ii) 
are for instance fulfilled if the following two hold: 
(*) there exists m, E R with Jf(s, - ma) ds = Q; 
(“,a) there exists at least one s0 E S such that f(s,, , 2 + At) > f(s,, , t) for 
t E B and At > 0, while f(~, t + At) >f(s, t) for any s E S, t E 8 and 
At > 0. 
Naturally, to (413) corresponds a condition ($3) which is obtained from ($a) 
if both inequalities involving f are reversed. 
III. APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let D be a plane domain the boundary S of which is the union of a finite 
set of disjoint closed Jordan curves of continuous curvature. Let N(.z, 5) 
denote Neumann’s function of D (cf. [8], pp. 250-252 and [Z]); N(s, U) 
(s, u E S) is symmetric and continuous for s # D and becomes only logarith- 
mically infinite for s -+ u; further we have ss N(s, u) ds = 0 for 0 E S. 
If u E L,O and m E & solve the equations (2a, b) with 
and Q = 0, then 
K(s, u) = (277)-i A+, CT) 
U(z) = - & S, N(z, S) f (s, U(s) - m) ds (ZED) 
is continuous in D and obeys to (n denoting the interior normal to S) 
Au = 0 in D, 2 = f (s, u(s) - m) for s E S. 
Thus, if we define V(Z) = U(Z) - m, n is a solution of 
Av=O in D, 2 = f (s, v(s)) for s E S. (21) 
The kernel - (2~)~ N(s, u) is negative definite in Lao(S) and its eigen- 
values (AK) satisfy A-, = - A, (K = 1,2,...), where the A,‘s are the Stekloff 
eigenvalues of the domain D, i.e., those positive numbers for which 
MS> - = - A,u(s) 
an (SES) 
has a nontrivial solution harmonic in D. Now we obtain as an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 1 the following 
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THEOREM 2. (a) Let A, , k = 1, 2 ,..., denote the Stekloff eigenvalues lg. 
the plane domain D with boundary S(E Cx) and set A, = - co. 
(b) Let f : S x B--f & be a continuous function for which there exists (I 
function a(s, T) defined on S x & and integrable oz~ey S with ss a(s, T) ds 0 
and Js a(s, 7) ds - CC as 7 + CO, such that for all At > 0 one of the following 
two conditions holds : either 
a(s, At) <f (s, t -f- At) - f(s, t) for s E s, 2 E 8 
OT 
f(s, t + At) --- f(s, t) < - a(s, At) for s E s, t Ep. 
(c) Let there exist constants p and A and nonnegative continuous functions 
y,:S--,R (i=l,2) with fs{lp)--Yi}ds>O (i-1,2) so that for 
arbitrary s E S and t E jj we have 
- Y,(S) I t I - A & f (s, t) - pt d Y2(4 I t I + A. 
(d) Suppose that - AN+1 < p - n(s) < p 4- y2(s) < -AN for s E S 
and that 
+ SUPM), r&> : SE Sj < min(- 4 - P,P + &+A (22) 
Then there exists at least one function v harmonic in D and continuous in L) 
which satisjies (21). 
Remark that conditions (c) and (d) are both fulfilled if there exists a real 
number p # 0 with p # -A, (k = 1,2,...) such that the function p defined 
by ~(s, t) = f (s, t) - pt is bounded. 
Naturally, the extensions indicated at the end of the preceding section 
may be used to generalize Theorem 2 correspondingly. If we use conditions 
(*) and ($a) stated there we obtain a result which is contained in Korollar 
7, 4 of [3]: here the solution v of (21) is unique. 
In order to prove the Corollary of the Introduction, let 
D = {z = x + + : j z ( < l}. 
Then the set of Stekloff eigenvalues is just the set of integers k > 0, each 
of them with two eigen functions rk * cos kv, rk sin kv (z = Y&C). We can 
choose A, = 0 and take for k any nonnegative integer. If we set 
p = -(2k + 1)2-l and y,(s) = y2(s) = x = const., 
then inequality (22) is reduced to 
(2~)“~ ~(24~‘~ (2k + 1 + 2x) + x < _L 
2r(2k + 1 - 2x) 2’ 
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or after an easy calculation 
This is just the condition we used in the Corollary of the Introduction, and 
it is quickly realized that with this inequality all conditions in hypotheses (c) 
and (d) of Theorem 2 are fulfilled. 
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